Datasite for

Your strategy. Our support.

Corporate Development

Ease of use. Expert service. World-class reputation. That’s why corporate development professionals around
the world rely on Datasite for their most sensitive strategic transactions. Whatever your deal stage, size, or type,
our platform puts you in control.
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“Datasite is very easy to use on both the
buy- and sell-side. It really helped us
organize and share data across multiple
diligence streams.”
Chief Financial Officer

Data gathered by Datasite Insights

™

“Being able to redact 40% faster with Datasite
vs. our previous manual approach enabled
us to hit our go-live deadlines.”

 Sell-side M&A | Quickly build and launch your

data room from the same place. Track deal progress
with real-time activity alerts and analytics dashboards.
Redact in the data room.

 Buy-side M&A | Conduct diligence your way.

 Regulatory communications | Ensure your most

 Financing | Gain points with investors and lenders alike by

 Post-merger integration | Improve your integration

Work in your own index. Track team progress and
pick user permissions. Surface critical insights with
collaborative workflow tools.

using our expert service team, auto-categorization tool, and
search alerts to provide a faster, more efficient experience.

Dimitris Tsatsanis, Deputy Director of M&A,
OTE Group

sensitive projects stay confidential. Protect documents with
secure folder and user permissions, and our in-app Q&A
tracker. Know you’re covered with air-tight audit reports.
results by maintaining the data room after deal close.
Access, share, and analyze deal documents. Preserve one
source of truth.
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